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Examining Paratextual Theory And Its
Critical race theory has become a controversial topic in schools across the nation. Here's what we know about it.
What we know about the critical race theory controversy, impact on education
Researchers at MIT’s Picower Institute for Learning and Memory found that anesthesia doesn't simply turn off the brain — it changes its rhythms.
Anesthesia doesn't simply turn off the brain — it changes its rhythms
For the past five or six years, Nashua Police Lt. Carlos Camacho has been teaching new officers about implicit bias, whether it’s an unconscious bias toward people of other race ...
What is critical race theory?
Parents at Carmel, HSE, Westfield and Noblesville schools are bringing up critical race theory. Here's why it's become a focal point.
Hamilton County schools don't teach critical race theory, but it still angers some parents
For the past five or six years, Nashua Police Lt. Carlos Camacho has been teaching new officers about implicit bias, whether it’s an unconscious bias toward people of other races, genders, ...
What is Critical Race Theory, the basis of curriculum targeted by “divisive concepts” legislation?
The House voted 81-52 early Tuesday morning to give initial approval to a bill that supporters describe as an effort to keep “critical race theory” ...
Texas House advances bill targeting ‘critical race theory’ over objections from education, civics and business groups
With “Together Together,” writer-director Nikole Beckwith aimed to show the lives of the nontoxic men we don’t often see on screen.
The ‘Can men and women just be friends?’ trope dominates pop culture. ‘Together Together’ flips it on its head.
Conspiratorial narratives of internal disintegration and external threats affect views in the European Union and Europe to an increasing extent. Our trust in society is put to the test in crises such ...
Conspiracy theories characterise views in and about Europe
Ferguson’s “Doom” places the current pandemic in the context of other catastrophes and reaches the conclusion that all disasters are in some sense man-made.
Niall Ferguson Examines Disasters of the Past and Disasters Still to Come
Republican Louisiana State Rep. Ray Garofalo Jr. went viral for citing “the good” of slavery while discussing his proposed bill that would ban teaching critical race theory in schools ...
Louisiana Republican Encourages Teaching ‘The Good’ Of Slavery, Not Critical Race Theory
LAW AND ORDER creator Dick Wolf is spearheading another spin-off of the popular crime franchise titled For The Defense. The forthcoming NBC show will explore the trials and tribulations of the ...
Law and Order For the Defense: Rafael Barba to lead spin-off team in convincing fan theory
"We're not investigating the theory in its own right," Wray told the House ... That said, they are very much examining extent to which this content is being amplified (at a minimum) by foreign ...
FBI director says bureau is not investigating QAnon conspiracy 'in its own right'
The Republicans behind the bills say their goal is to prevent political agendas in schools. But educators say the legislation will stifle class discussions.
Texas educators alarmed by bills targeting class discussions on racism and sexism
AP As well as examining the history of racism and its influence on American society, the theory has also led to complaints of students being forced to acknowledge their so-called “white ...
Idaho lawmakers vote to ban critical race theory, ‘indoctrinating’ students
Critical race theory has become a controversial topic in Indiana and Hamilton County schools as well as the nation. Here's what we know about it.
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